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tThe Preparatory.Working Gioiç Meeting on S9ence Educatiod was
held at Seoul, Republic of Kdrea ifrom 7-12 July 195 under the Asian -

Programme); of Educational Innovation for Develornn nt (APEID). ,

The 14feeting was organized jointly by, the Kurean Educational
DevelOpment Institnte (KEDI), an ssociated Cent4 of ACEID, and
the ASian Centre of Educational ...vation for Development (ACE1D),
Unesco, Regional Office for Education in Asia, with the co-operation
of the litiniStry of Education, c of Korea and Korean National
Commission for Unesco. -The M tine was attended by participants
from seven countries,* and 0... ers from SEAMEO, Ministry of
Education, tepublic of Korea, and Unesco evertsi.

This Meeting was preparatory for the APE'? - Technical
Working Grrup Meeting-on Science Education to be held In Quezon
City, Philippines, in October 1975, and charged urith the formulation .

of a frame of reference and guidelines for the latter meeting.

The objectives of the Meettng were :

i) To explore problems, isdues, approaches and suategies
. in science education at 4 basic level, fort school children

and out-of-school children, youths and adnIts and trends
of innovative efforts to relate them to the development
goals of the countries.

'To evolve a philosophy f scieice educatipn at the basic
level, in the Light of the aforeiaid explorations and in
relation to the emerging. needs and trends in develop-
menta in the spheres of education and science and tech-
noloOr in the Asian regipn.

1iii) To suggest guidelines on (a) the development of a new
a roach/approaches to "science education at the basic
1 vel and appropriate stfrategies and methods for trans-
ating the approach/approaches into instructional pro-

grammes and on (b) the preparation of modules and
instructional materials in other forms.

Meeting opened with the address of welcome by Dr. Yung
Director of KEDI and by A. Latif, Chief of ACEID.

Ia, japan, Republic of Korea, Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore .

and Sri Lanka.



Science in basic functional ethication

Dr. Lee in his 'address observed that we are now living in an
era in which many problems of new dimensions are continuously

' challenging us, redirecting the paths along which educational reform
-must be effected. Fundamental reforms in education are essential as
a means to keep abreast of the changing needs of society.

The volume of scientific knowledge and information is expanding
at an accelerating speed. This reality renders it necessary to dev.--aop
in students high standards of scientific modes of thinking, learning and
inquiry, which would set in motion a selfrgenerating mechanism for
,further production of knowledge. Reforms in the goals, contents and
methods of education must be appropriately buttressed by reforms in
educational management. It is also essential that reorientation of the
curriculum content and organization be implemented concurrently with
relevant in-service teacher education programmes, through which the
new views concerning the objectives of science education and the attendant
curriculum changes may be properly understood and assimilated by the
teaching staff. Critical reappraisal and bold innovation are due in all
areas of learning and education, and the needs are more urgent in science
*education, whose goals and concepts must be redefined in wrms of the
problems we face in Asia. The task facing us calls for a highly sophisti-
cated and comprehensive approach. Some systematic thinking on a
general philosophical plane should be combined with concentrated studies
addressed to specific cases. The problems we face in Asia nowadays
may bear unique characteristics, but the majority of them are of such a
nature as to require co-operative endeavour between the countries in the
Asian region and the world at large.

Dr. Latif, in welcoming tha participants and observers briefly in-
troduced the nature and significance of the meeting and explained the
background objectives and operational modalities of,APEID and the role
that KEDI and other Associated Centres have/played in Regional co-
operation in educational innovation.

Dr. Yung Dug Lee (Republic of Korea) was elected -chairman ;
Dr. Dolores Hernandez (Philippines) co-cbairinan; and Messrs. Beng
Thiam Itbh (Singapore) and N. K. Sanyal (India) rapporteurs. Dr. D.
Hernandez (Philippines) and Dr. V. Prakash (Malaysia) were elected
chairmen of the two groups.

Tbe organizing committee consisted 'of Dr. Se Ho Shin (KEDI)
Director of the Meeting, Dr. M. C. "ant, SPecialist in Science Education
(ACEID), and Mr. Sah Myung Hong, (KEDI)/the Secretary of the Meeting.

The Meeting, in the first few plenary sessions, discussed the
country reports and other experiences presented by the participants,
identified the main trends, problems and gaps in science education in the
Asian region, and deliberated on the emerging concept of national de-
velopment. The meeting then divided itself into two groups. One group
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Pre face

analysed the role of basic education as functional to national development
goals with imillications fOrscience education at the basic level. The
second .group looked at scientific and technological development as func-
tional to national development goals with implications for science.educa-
tion at the basic level. Both'the groups met again in plenary sessions and
synthesised the groups' thinking into philosophy, aims and objectives of
science education for national\ development. The plenary then suggested
guidelines for developfng new Approaches, strategies and methods for
translating these..into instructiOnal programmes.

In the concluding seseion, the draft report was considered and.
adopted with certain modifications which have been incorporated in this
Anal report.

9
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Chapter I

SOME INNOVATIVE EFFORTS IN SCIENCE EDUCATION

This chapter is based on country reports submitted by the partici-
pants from Japan, Republic of Korea, Philippines and Singapore and oral .

presentations made by participants fran India, and Malaysia. It has been
augmented by other materials available in the Meeting and observations

and ccrnments made cruring discussions.

In all of the participating countries,stroni emphasis is being laid on the
improvement and expansion of science education throughotit the school stage.
It is recogniied by the national authorities that an understanding of science and
its processes is necessity for the children and youthof today and that without
this understanding they may not be able to take their part 4n national develop-
ment. It is also being more and more recognized that the teaching of science
is not limited to just one subject among the many in the curriculum, but is one
of the-best vehicles for educating the child by helping him to sharpen his, sense
of curiosity, critical thinking and use of the scientific method for identifying
and solving his problems. This is being reflected in designing the new prirnary
orlower secondary science courses, as !integrated science' or even by inte-
grating the subject of science with language, mathematics and sOcial studies.

The,new-priniary and lower secondary science courses are being made
more 'activity centred', encouraging the discovery approach, with an emphasis
on pupil activity. As therevised syllabuses are wider in scope, much of the
factual content, which is not quite essential at this stage of sehooling, has been
pruned down in these courses.

A In order to cope with'the change some countries have adopted a gradual
approach; from the current science syllabuses they have selected some topics
which lend themselves to 'activity approach', and have developed for these topics
instructional materials like teachers guides and textbooks. The rest of the
topics 'are taught by 'the teachers in the traditional way.

As the eniphasis in the new science courses is on 'doing' rather than
'reading', various attempts are being made to develop simple science equipment
with high instructional value. Most countries have established science equip-,

\ ment designing and production centres. These operate either as independent
units or as parts of the Science Curriculum DeVelopment Centres.

10



saience in basic Pam-tit:nal education

Use of ETV and films to enrich science teaching is increasing.. In Japan,
abotit 70 per cent oftbe primary schools and 30 per cent of the lower secondary
schOOls are Utilizing the Ell/. science programines. ETVis playing a signifi-
cant role in science teaching in primary and lower secondary classes in Singe-

...pore. Its area of greatest influence is the lower secondary stage and program-
tnes at this level are aimed at enriching the ex0eriences of the pupils.

A variety of printed instructional materials lilce teachers' guides, students'
work books, -supplementary readers, and science magazines are being developed.
to Support the science teaching prograinmes.

A reCent innovation in the Philippines is the preparation of a series of
, modules on the scientific principles behind agricultural practices. Another in-
. novative project is the ISOS (In-School-Off-School Project). This is an alter-
native delivery, system which-enables one teacher to teach a larger number of
stuOnts. The project utilizes' the concept of continuous progression. Self-
learning kits in science and maths have been developed and are being used in
the . experimental schools. s

Extending science education opportunities to a larger number of institu-
tions, especially in the rural areas, and promotion of scientific literacy through
youth centres are being attempted in India. Integration of formal and non-
formal education is. being adopted in some countries.

. As the teacher remains the pivot of the teaching-learning proCess, a
variety of in-service training programmes are being innovated in participating
Member Smtes. Skills for improvizing simple science equipment from locally
available materials are being encouraged both in the pre-service and in-service
education programmes.

Self-instructional materials for teachers to upgrade and update their
science knowledge and skills are being developed and have helped greatly in
improving the quality of teachers.

The major concern behind all of these innovations in the field of science
education is to bring about a change which will make education functional, en-
compassing formal schooling and non-formal instruction and aimed ar expanding
and imiii-oving opportunities for the kinds of learning fundamental to life and
work so as to meet the minimum needs of all.
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Chapter

TRENDS, PROBLEMS AND GAPS

An analysis of the Asian educational developmentefforts of the last decade
shoWs clearly that greater and greater emphasis is being placed by the Member .:

Stfites On the improvement of science education. High priority is being accorded
ra,science.echicatiOn, its expansion and its qualitative _improvement in national
development plans.. Various innovative efforts'are being made by.the countries
to meet the challenge of teaching better science within the limited available
resources.

A review of the presentation of country repOrte by-the.participants indi-
cates the emergence of certain common trends, pioblems and gaps. These can
be conveniently grouped under the following heads :"

Trent IS

A... Curriculum organi7Atibn "and methods

1. There is a growing trend toWards (a) relating science education
'to the developmental' needs of the nation (child, family, society
and commUnity) at ihe basic level of schooling and (b) a shift
from factual teaching to conceptual.understanding through appli:-
casion oflicquired knowledge and skills to.daily life problems.

2. Establishment of science curriculum centres for designing,
testing and utilizing instructional materials. .

3. Progressive development of indigenous ctirriculuth programme's
instead of adoption or adaptation of foreign programmes.

4. Tendency towards a unified or integrated approach of content
not only within the various branches of science bitt also within
the areas of social Sciences and huanities.

5. Stress on'first-hand experiences by pupils in the learning
process and emphasis on,I4 inquiry approach.

6. Developing new instructional and managenient systems.
7. Increasing use of clinical, micro-testing or/and pilot testing

before large-scale introduction of a change.

8. Picldng out some topics or areas of the existing curriculurn
which lend themselves to an activity approach and preparing
supporting materials for teachers for developing an inquiry
approach to teaching science.

3
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Sigisatie. in baste jimetimai othdartios

b) lock ot lucrative or motivation ;
c) tramimission losses in multiple -tier training programme ;
d) feeling of insecurity try the teachers ;
it) inadeqrate planning and preparation on the part of trainers.

D. 'Administrative

1. Lack of appreciation for the creation and identification of
Deeded resources for learning of science through activity
approach.

3. Rigidity of administrative rules and procedures lack o: com-
munication, co-ordination and Whisks at various levels.

3. Lack 9f orionistioa of supervisors and policy makers.

4. Lack of professional approach and expertise in designing
sad planning issovatioes in science education.

5. liver-growleg else of classes at the erst level of education.

5
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Chapter III

PHILOSOPHY. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF SCIENCE EDUCATION

FOR NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

barodoction

T e last few decades lave sees an usprecsdented growth la scientific
knowledge sad its applicadoe to metrology. $cience aed terboolov have
muted in make as impact os the ever, 'ay Uhl of all cations, watch makes
ft imperative diet all should hsve at least some eaderseuldiag and snared-
*dm Of those aspects of science which *Sect their daily lift and Mars.
IblPsyklace las shows dot the *anemic .sedl social development which might
iu,t everted to accrue trona as understanding sad applicedoe of mime lave
smikortneatelytetat materialised la many Asian coaetries. Maw rime for this
sneers to he that a Inge mew of people ia Asia are still illitexese and
bra 110i sow devegb the systematic occupational Indian which Would. hip
dam to apply the skills required Ihr drastically homed pendectivity. This
*meads that tbe seacideg of science permeate lift as a whole to arable cit .
bras set oely. to lave a better eatieremeNag of the surnameag amid ban
also to isaprovat their material seam.

Science ashaatina at baste level amid sot merely trasemit scientific
literacy and anmeracy to a belnadeeieg stream of the popeladoe bm shatdd
ales camera itseft wfth peepariag the base ler developmete of ticientilic and
lachealegical sammower which is so necessary mod iedispeastable bar national
developmeet.

Ilmerigieg ciolgamt-etilillientrileseisparat

la the meet pest, Whoa) devekpmeat Will primarily referred-to In
eirame of ecessesic growth tad mas egested to ea iscreashit Gross National
Prodoct (Gin Brionsiesce has however shows that as iscreeseID-4NP daes
set iseceeserily temdt la the Improvemeet of the levels of liviair sad wel-Phenag___
et Ohs emits tidos: it way lave the opposite slims aad mink is the rich yetis*
flaw sad the poor gads( poorer. Usemployment, haquitabie distribution of
weal* haw sad geslamtritsos, III haelth, illiteracy sad other aissilar prub-
lime hive matiemed is may places is spite of a rise I. OM. This has lel to

-th emeriplace offs sew coecept of Riatiduil deiskoineat 'Ado* Mcl uls. new
ael bilicatera sect as the redectioe of : 410 witinfolatisewt. telegaitable
distilhetima at licams, (c) the Fp hawses rich aed poor. (d) tiliteracy sad
ispionouto is) in hal* sal easlastrildes mod (0 Pees homing and other
medal problemat.



&Pi MOS in bac.* Adnctional education

Ukase* education at basic level

The meedng reviewed science edscatice at Impic level as both (a) a corn-
prima of education at-the basic level and (b) a part of overall scientific and
technological development. From thetie two perspectives, it begin by establish-
tag the role of education and of science and technology in the context of the.
newer concept of rational development.

Basic education as functional to nitionalvime th irrçlications
for science education at the basic level

The human resource is ons of the major strengths of Asian countries.
The most urgent task is to improve and mobilize this resource to achieve
national development goals. Education is perhips the best vehicle available
to us to achieve this end try widening bonen hariZOIlis through a programme of
henctional educatkal and practical training for the development of skills. The
panicipating liembir States are moving in the direction of making their educa-
tional system, at least at the basic level, available and relevant to the entire
society.

The new concept of this basic functIon& t. education has a three-fold aim.
First, it has to cover the total needs ofthe learners including their health
amid nutrition. Second, it should pre ride training is appropriate employable
skills to enhance the capacity for develotanent. Third, it must extend educe-
timid opportunities to the disadvantaged groups of the population.

Basiciliiiiitional education should be able to impart such knowledge to
Orionis and adults as will help them to achieve better efficiency in solving
their day-to-day problems, resulting in greater productivity and a higher
staradard of living.

Science eilocation should ba recognized as an essential part of this basic
reactional education aad should focus on preparing children to deal with real
pentium*, particularly those brought about lir the impact of technology on the
pbpsioalo colossal and socio-economic erfirOttifiltUtS.

Set. mace ante asocial t: le view of the need to link science
edecatioa with dm satiated deielipment, the teaching of science should be
geared to cootribning to attitudinal claw.

Moderaisatioe of vials of liviag and health- labits as well as of agricul-
timid practices anti industrial methods are indicators of the acceptance of
claw. Ma speed and farcility with which changes occur will depeed on abc
Canada, et a climate of clank& favourable to scientific ideas, and Gs the Atchley-
meat at some beak degree of 'scientific literacy whereby a majorfty of people
lave same eedarotaadiag at least of the simpler scientific principles.



Scienoe education for national deveZopment

This has considerable implications for all types and levels of education,
both within and outside the formal system, as well as for the ntrategieJ,
resOurces and methods used in teaching science itself. Elements singled out
for attention from the earliest stage of education include health and nutrition,
ii*Ziltiltket, development of skills, care and conservation of natural resources,
sad baste attimdes of inquiry and objectivity.

Science and individual development: Science education should lead to the
desirable outcomes of critical thinking and understanding of the scientific meth-
ods and processes of.science so that nothing is acceptable unless stworted by
sound evidence. The development of such behaviour in individuals should lead
to a society which will fully appreciate the potentialities of science and support
*cicadae enterprise.

There are however a number of practical difficulties in ensuring a smooth,
effective and full integl'ation of science into the formal and arin-formal education
systems and normal Me. tome of the factors responsible for this are super-
stitions, cultural attitudes, lack of relation of science to everyday.life and lack
of recognition ails vital place of science in the school curriculum. To make
science education meaningfnl, it is necessary to relate science at every level
of education to local problems; needs and realities; that is, to real-life sins-
dons.

Seim= and technology development .as ftinctional to national development goals
with impikations for science education at the basic level

b recent years, a great drive has been set in motion for the social and
economk application of science and technology to a vast range of human needs.
ms role of icience and teebnology in eautotnk and social prowess has become
a major concern of educadonists, scientists, sociologists and politicians. The
tremendous growth witnessed in sconce aqd technology is the result of a better
tare by man of his mental capacities whith can be developed only through proper
and meaningful education.

Whereas in advanced countrieg the massive impact of science *ad techno-
logy is visible in all sectors of harm activity, this impact in Asian countries
t teals to be limited to a trot arse* like industrial production. Asia has expe-
rienced evolutionary development in the past, as shown by the ahmdant evidence
ot scientific thought sad discovery is amigos India and China. This is of groat
hegortance in cossidering the application of science and technology to the new
totem ot development which is emerging hi blemier States. Isolated blos-
som*. are however not enough to establish development as a self-generating
sad self-sestaining process. k is nate to asiiume that critical stage occurs
when the rigle poolisg of kioldedge and understanding of the scientific, tech-
nical, social and ec000mic aspects las been built up LID generate a self-sustain-
mat process which, oace properly started, has a good dance of propagating
itself over a wide from.

9



Solana. in basio fWnotional edioation

The relatively slow pace of development in the past has now accelerated
to such a degree that an individual encounters not merely a change but succes-
sive waves of economic and social change in his life time. This new pace of
development demands an urgency in defining clearly the objectives for the growth
ot the scientific and technological enterprises in Asian countries and enunciating
televant policies for the utilization of science and technology for national devel-
opment. Some Asian countries have already made a start in this direction.

Science and technology are now commonly regarded as critical factors in
oationtl development. 'This demands that more and more people should have
scientific literacy and, for this, science teaching should become an integral
part of any programme of basic functional education.

The Conference on the Application of Science and Technology in Asia

(CASTASIA) has observed in the publication 'Science and Technology in Asian
Development" tbe -following: 'Science education is the principal means, partic-
ularly in the developing countries, for transmitting scientific literacy to a
broadening stream of population as well as for creatinv the scientific and
tedmological manpower\:.. indispensable for economic and social advance.
Science education policy 'should therefore be viewed as an integral pan of a
national education development policy, of which ft is * leading sector. "

Economic development and manpower: The development of scientific and
technological manpower is perhaps the most crucial factor bearing on the total
daysloPlushi oi -emetmtry. Even if all the capital and raw materials are
physically available, they can become productive only when the ...dentists, tech-
nologists and skilled people are available in adequate numbers. As the applica-
tion of science and technology to development on the one hand and science edu-
cation and research ce the °Ohm are interdependent, the proper teaching of
science constitutes a high-priority pre-investment fcr a country.

Improvement of educational opportunities and locating and nurturing
talent in science can make imponant contributions ic this regard. The
matching of scienoc is not to be geared only to producing scientists and
technologists, bur also to producing a large base of intelligent users of the
*dentine enterpnse by constantly enlarging 'scientific literacy' and making
it more sophisticated.

fteested goal for science in basic education for development

In the light of the foregoing considerations, the goal of teaching science
at the basic level as a component of basic functiona, education and also as a
component of scientific and technological development should be to create in the
learners an awareness of their environment - physical, biological and social -
and of ay_ eationsl development efforts ad the usmtry so as to fit them into
and prepare diem to play their pan in smciety. Additionally, in a society
whom the scientific rnerprise has begua to influence daily lives, science
Weaker should mink the people paduallw in the fundamental principles which
sayers scliesdile sad*Analogical processes and thereby encourage them to
develop proper scientiffe attinadss and the necessary technological skills.

10



Science education for national. development

More specifically, suggested criteria for achieving tbe aims of 'ecience
education at the basic level are given below:

1. Science education should be functional for all children at tbe first
level and for all those who have missed the opportunity of educa-
tion of this type. This latter category includes out-of-school chil-
dren, youths and adults.

2. Science education at the basiC level should be functional in terms
of national development efforts to improve the qtality of life of the
people in such realms as promotion of health and nutrition, con-
servation of energy, development of aviculture, control of popula-
tion and efficient use of *resources.

3. Science education at the bisic level should contribute to the devel-
opMent of creativity, scientific thinking- scientific attitudes,
problem-solving skills as well as thr -4.1411100 of science c tcepts,
principles, and processes.

4. , Science education should be related to the environment of the learners,
particularly to the changes taking place_ in their immediate surround-
ings, social and nano*.

5. Science:educati should develop the ability, interest and confidence /
of the learners lo prepare them to continue learning on their own
six! to appl4ert.rtige new knowledie to improve the quality of life and ;
the envirro

6. Science education should be related to other areas of the curricular-am

20
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Chapter IV

APPROACHES AND BROAD STRATEGIES FOR

CURRICULUM AND 'INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

Curriculuna design

In the light of the philosophy of science education at the basic level
discussed earlier, a new approach to the teaching of science will have to be
considered, inevitably involving a change in the curriculum. T:se change in
curriculum from this point of view will not be tlw prerogative of the educa-
tionists alone. The whole resources of the community must be involved in
this change so that the- curriculum design reflects the development needs of
the country and associates all the agencies which go to make this development
posaible.

To undertake such a change in the curriculum, two broad approaches
could be taken:

a) a currididum based on structure of knowledge;

b) a curriculum based on societal needs.
In the first approach, the element of relevance could be introduced by

application of the concepts, skills and attitudes to daily experiences and to
changes in the environment.

In the second approach the concepts, principles and skills are learned
in the process of examining the situation and applying remedial measures.

The possible danger in the first approach may be the neglect of real-
We problems and negative attitudes towards science due to an over-emphasis
on concept learning: In the second approach there may be an overstressing
of factual informaton at the expense oyconceptual understanding: In order
to obviate these dangers, the .two approaches should not be considered as

.dichotomous but should be Judiciously combined to be mutually Supportive.

To link science teaching to the task of national development, the content
of learning experiences has to be relevant to the needs ot-the learner, the
general educational objectivsts and the aspirations of the country to be fulfilled

,through its varioun 6.-velopment programmes.

In the early stages, more attention should be given to the observation
and study of the environment with the development of concepts derived from
such observations. Progressively, the consideration of conceptual under-
sandbag should receive mare attention but the study of the environment should

1 2



Curriculum and instructional design

not be neglected. Towards the end of the first cycle, more formalized
activities, based on structure of knowledge, should bacotne prominent. Even
at that stage, the study of the environment in relation to the attainment level
of conceptual understanding and problem skins shnuld be maintained. This
new mixed approach should be based on empirical studies, for the i.:onducting
of which guidelines should be established by the Technical Working Group.

Criteria tor selection of content
In selecting the content for the new curriculum, the following criteria

are suggested. TLe curriculum should be:
a) Relevant to real-life and work experiences of the learners, in

particular to the changes taking place in these domains.
b) Significant to the fulfilment of the needs of the learners as

individuals or as members of a family and community.
c) Feasible in terms of maturity of the learners and the availabil-

ity of resources required.
d) Consistent with new knowledge.

The learning system as a whole

Curriculum design should also give consideration to the following:
a) .In the past it has been the tendency to develop science curriculum

based on a single approach. (Traditional, Process, Inquiry,
Discovery, etc.)

b) Methodology should fit the need of particular types of learning,
anti different teaching mediods should be used. For example.

forms of group work should be provided for experiences in
socialization, interaction and co-operative work; some forms of
self-instiuction, (self-pacing indiyidualized instruction) should be

, utilized for individual needs; practice of problem-solving skills
under a variety of real-life situations to ensure mastery for skill
acquisition.

c) Drills are necessary for skill acquisition.
d) A variety of instructional materials and media should be employed

in suitable combinations for effective learning within the constraints
. of availability, leachers' competencies and the maturity of learners.
In the systemic approach to curriculum design it is important to spec-

ify the objectives, concepts and types of experiences needed to attain the
expected outcomes. Samples of expected learners' attainments and appro-
priate leartdng experiences and exercises are given in Annex IV.
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Science in basic functional education

In the light of the above observations, any curriculum change will there-
fore require the formulation of appropriate instructional and management sys-
tems. The concept of such a systemic approach may be illustrated .by the
experience of the Republic of Korea.

Model of instructional system
It the Korean experience the total schooling is regarded as a systems

operation. Teachers, students, curriculum, materials and equipment are some
of the system's components linked together. Any change in one component

- inevitably invites change in other components. Many .innovutional projects have
been undertaken in the past to bring aboue,changes in one or two components
only. It is not surprising that many 6f such projects did not survive long.
With these observations in mind, KEDI developed a new instructional and

'-management systems model (Annex V) in an ffort to reform the country's
primary and middle schools. The instructio system is characterized by
its five stages of instructional flow: (1) pla (2) diagnosis, (3) teaching-
learning, (4) extended learning and (S) evaluatio Under each stage, desired
curriculum materials, tasks to be done and -wor g guidelines for teachers
are described and/or, prescribed on the basis of r cent theories and research
findings in the fields of learning, instruction and c culum.

The KEDI model of instructional system has, however, been developed
taking into consideration the components from the educational field alone.
The objectives of basic functional education enlarge the scope of instruction
and envisage 'the collaboration, with all available means, of all the agencies
concerned with the development of the country. There is therefore a greater
need to make effective linkages with such agencies in actual instructional pro-
grammes.

Management sistem

To meet the new needs of basic functional education, the educational
management system, apart from developing its intra -linkages, has to develop
hoter-linkages with management system of.other development areas such as
agriculture, health and industries. This will assist the teacher in coping
with the increased tasks of implementing the instruttional programmes throUgh
inputs of available human and material resources from these areas.

A new management system is also being developed by KIWI as a support
to the instructional system. Alternative ways of instructional media utilization,
staffing, student grouping, classroom and other physical facilities, and othe
utilization plans are proposed and prescribed on the basis of theories of advanced
modern management sciences.

z3
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Curmo'l ulum and instructional design

Management as a service function

In the broadened concept of education as presented in this report, the
schematic view of change would be not merely to link various aspects of the
instructional system but also to establish, identify and promote linkages of
the instructional system with other systems (and sub-systems) such as agricul,
ture, science and technology, health and nutrition and industry. Another dimen-
sion of the systemic view of change is the interdisciplinary treatment. Manage-
ment as a service function would deal with such matters as:

- Promotion and 'organization of a climate favourable to educational
innovation.

Improvement of decision-making and communication skills to ensure
collaborative action among concerned agencies and decision makers.

The personnel who are concerned with the management of centres and
institutions for the design and implementation of innovation will .need to develop
skills for analysing the systemic nature of change process to increase self-
awareness and interpersonal effectiveness for collaborative work and to acquire
conipetencies for designing and evaluating project strategies at local and
national levels.

The meeting noted that such a programme of training had already been
developed for key personnel concerned with educational innovations in general
and suggested that the key personnel in the Member States concerned with
innovations in science edUcation shOuld receive the benefit of such programmes:
the Meeting felt that their involvement would raise the quality of the programmes .

as the experiences of educational innovations in Asian Member States have mostly
been taken up in the area of science education.

Administrators and supervisors

There is a need to-brief the administrators on the needs`and nature of
innovations for science education. Instead of trying to acquaint administrators
with the technical aspects of the proposed change, the expected outcomes in
terms of the impact on palatial development should be stressed. This should
preferably be attempted through some visual presentation of -actual attainments.

, Supervisors now perform two functions - regulatory and extension. These
should be separated. The extension function should have a direct link with
research and development.

Professionalization

Altliough.designing of the curriculum has been institutionalized and,
systematized, it still suffers from the lack of an empirical research base
and professidnal approach. In view of the problems identified and the new
directions prOposed, development of a research base and raising the pro-
its/clonal standards of work must be two of the elements which should receive
high priority..

15 .
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,METHODS, MATERIALS AND MEDIA

64.1

.

CUrriculum centres

, National centres promoting innovations in science education and in other
.,areas of education, although still very young, have already produced very
encouraging results and have contributed to making th'e educational systems of
their'Countries much more dynamic than before. It was in recognition of their
achievements that the Third Regional Conference of Ministers of Education and
Thise Responsible for Economic Planning in Asia (MINEDAS) which was held
in Singatoore in 1971 prorbsed the creation of a 'mechanism for promoting ex-
changes of the valuable transferable experiences generated by these centres
arnag the Asian Member States, adding that educational innovadon should be
related to goals of nadonal divelopment. .

With.many of these centres now well established and having acquired
experience and confidence, they are in a position to take an effective part in
undertaking reforms more directly linked to development in collaboration with
other agencies within and/or with Member States. Networks of educational
institutions covering national or regional needs and co-operating with the .

pat:tonal development centres ,have been established.

In view of the broader and more functional role of basiC science education,
these centris will need expertise of other kinds under arrangements Which Will
vary from country to country. Also the network of ,insdtutions co-operating
With the national centres may continue to be expandiki to include other types of
Institutions and professional groups. ,This may necessitate strong governmental
,support.

. Similar networks at sub-national levels would need to 'bè established or
expanded in countries where such centres already exist as a part of the national
Organization.

Instrtictional. materials

Tbere should be a variety of instructional materials, the Use of which
will be dependent On the area of study and on the availability of resources.
These should he complementary to one other and relevant tO the content being

Where appropriate and available, mass media should be encouraged.
There is already a growing trend towards using mass media in conjunction
with odor media such as correspondence instruction and bce-to-face
tostrtictIon. 25/ 16 .



Curricutten coid-instrUct-Lonrit. design

The introdUction of new materialS without some changes in the instruc-
tional and mariagenient systems which are usuallY, based on the assumption of

'traditional means, neterials and Modes of learning is likely to create confusion
rather than leading-to more effective learning. Hence the need for designing
learning and:management systems based on the ,curriculum, .available resources,
media of learning and desired coMbinations of teaching methods, is emphasized.

Some guidelines far the production of instructional materials 'are given
in Lnnex VI.

A

Equipment

National equipment centres or units have been set up in A' nUinber of
Member States. There are many probleMS associated with the deSign, produc-
tion and supply of equipment. There has not always been sufficient attention
given to the co-ordination of these functions with local manufacturing and
marketing organizations. It is often beyond the capacity'of the national equip-
ment centres to suPPly the eqUipment needed througout th&entire .country. At
this stage of.education, however, it should be posaible to meet inany of the
needs from the use of the environnient As well as locally available materials.

Centres should help the teachers in the task by supplying the relevant and
necessary guidance. Sonie of these materials could be.produced by the teachers
with the assistance of pupils,Which would incidentally promote' positive attituaes
towards work. The facilities in schools where, some craft training is provided
could be used for this purpose and in other cases, simple tools could be supplied.

Evaluation

Many of the participating Membpr States have already done away with
terminal examinations at the end of the basic level. Formative continuous
evaluation is now a prominent trend. This may take the forms of self-evaluation
or teacher evaluation.

A

,

Formative and sumrnative evaluation provide a feedback-for redesigning
the curriculum and teaching methods which should be flexible to permitchanges,
by the teachers. Reports of the teachers on their.experfences could also.--Pro-
vide useful feedback to the curriculum development centres. This will build uP
teachers' confidence and they will identify themselves with the changes brought
about as a result of their 'suggestions. Curriculum design centres would. also
receive information on the 'suitability of the curriculum under a variety of situ-
atiOns and make changes on the basis of empirical evidence thus gathered.

. Modules

Students usually learii by using teimbooks. Most teachers admit that there
are weaknesses in textbooks. Textbook-centred learning mostly takes care of

'the facts, principles and generalizitions of science. The,important objectives ,

Of skill development, attitudinal change and applications are not catered for.
These weaknesieS become especially evident when it is desired to make learning
more meaningful for children by relating learning experiences more closely to

17
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Chapter 111

NEW ROLES OF THE TEACHER.

AND. TEACHER EDUCATION

la the coin= of natknal development, additional competencies are. needed
far the new role of the macher as a vide and helper to the child in and out of
school. lamed of being merely a trananitter al knowledge is tbe ClaESZOOrns
di teacher hes to play the roles of community leader, resotuve finder, organ-
iser, co-ordisslor and adviser. This demands a condemns upgrading of the
011Ple and professional qualifications of the Mather. In order to nchieve this,
the professional training ot Basic Puncdonal Education teachers/ should include
a study of science as a compulsory siabject in the teacher training m.vriailum.

Teacher training
. hi-rvl aMthj In the past, pre-service training has not been able

to prepare the teacher s&qtately to meet his classroom peed*, particularly in

teachers too often find themselves attending in-eervice courses almost immedi-
ately after completing pro-service training.

With the new role tbe teacher is expected to piny to link science wish the
developmental mode of the society, pre-service teacher training courses for
teachers of basic ftmcdonal education should :

I. include the study of science as a compulsozy subject;
2. attempt to closely Wayne practke and dmory (didactic aspects,

and methods, techsiques and procedures);
3. prepare the Miami to identify and make use of hie environmem

its much as possible;
4. develop nvaidpulative skills- in the uee of simple tools to incrovise

simple science-teaching equipment from readily available materials;
3. arable the Mines to respond positively to the needs of children as

well as to the development needs of dm community;
6. bridge the gap between the regular teachers' work and that of others

ensassd in developmental activities by providing experiences of
participating in non-formal education programmes.

la-service training. The responsibilities of the teacher have increased
in the past years as account of educatiostal reforms 'Andertaken by the countries
Mid dam is evidence of a growing feeling of resennnent. Classes in curric-
ulum are not likely to be welcomed try matchers if they imsdy anceptance of an
trim gnaw burden by the nether..

19
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. r

One problem is that *eachers will lave to obtain assistance to understand
the rapidly increasing new scientific knOwlodge so that they will be able to trans-
Late it in such a way that pupils' learning-will be facilitated.

Another problem] is that the teachers base been assigned new types of
roles and they are expikeitefl to use new types of media far which they are not
adequately prepared. If they were, in the new types of learning programmes
latch requireindependentsitudy -on the part of the learners to cover a part of
the currictdum and in the supply of learning Materials which can relieve them
of* part of their teaching Iced, the teaChers would have been active promoters
and would have achieved greater professions! satisfaction from their work.

For the hmcdonel ispects of the curriadum the teachers, especially in
the rural areas, shotdd be able to utilize the services of paraprofessionals like
-farmers, craftsmen and other resource persons. In order to use these re-
sources iroperly the teachers will have to assume a new role for which they
will need suitable preparation.

The ill-planned in-service training courses in the past have proved to be
inadequate: There is a need for reorientation of the training programmes in
several respecth viz, in-service training courses should_ be supplemented by
TV and other mass media ; there should be arrangements tor continuing educa-

---ition-euid-fselliries-in-designated-schnols to which teachera-fromnearby-schools
could turn in accordance with their needs. (e. g. the Philippines experience
where some middle and high schools are designated for this purpose under the
direction of the regional and national science education centres).

In-service courses should be more challenging than they are in the pc,-
sent practice of merely covering the course at the expected learning attainment
levels of the pupils. For instance, for the development of problem-solving
*Ms. more demanding situations than those prescribed for pupils should be
locIaled in the dourses ; similarly, background materials relevant to but of
much higher level than that provided for the pupils should be supplied.

Teacher s

Before the introduction of any curriculum change, the new or expected
roles of the teachers should be idcatified, the requisite competencies deter-
mined and appropriate materials and trebling programmes and an incentive
system for making attending courses more attractive should be planned and
implemented. Subsequent to the introduction a the change, the effectiveness of
the materials and training courses could be evaluated in terms of teacher
performance.*

A sample list of teacher competencies is provided in Annex. Vfil.

Detailed &denims on the new role of science teacher_and his competen-
cies stould be prepared by the Technical Working Group.



Chapter y u

RESOURCE MOBILIZATION

The intimate relationship between the economic development of a country
and the education of its people is too well recognized to be reiterated. By giving
the higheit priority to the development of education at all levels, with special
emphasis on science education. there can be an adequate response to the rising
expectations in the developing cotmtries.

The Asian countries in general have vast human and natural resources
which are either untapped, tmder-utiiized or due to various factors.
The mobilization of all these resources is an nt strategy in implemen-
tation of any development programme.

In the context of linking science education to national development, the
mobilization of resources assumes high priority. These resources can be
grouped under two broad categories - hymen resources and physical or materialxecure.
A. Human resources

I. The teacher. The teacher continues to be the pivot of any programme of
education, and if probably the most important human resource. Capabilities of
teachers must be improied by better training, both through pre-service and in-
service programmes so that they are able cope with the new role expected of
them from mere transmitter of information to that of community leader and re-
source finder.

The other dimension of the problem arises from the fact that there is a
clinstant incretute in the already-large class size in almost every country and
the activity approach and methodology of science teaching cannot be effective
in such large size classes. Hence the need for training more teachers.

2. In spite of a well-developed pre-service teacher
training progranune supported by periodical in-service training programmes,
it would be difficult for teachers to have all the necessary information and
skills to discharge their new role. They have therefore to utilize more and
more the assistance of para-professional teachers from other fields (agriculture
specialists, extension workers, health visitors, doctors, mechanics, engineers,
knowledgeable farmers) by inviting them to the school for talks, lectures or
demonstrations or to take the children out to real-life situar,ons to obtain first-
hand experiences.

3. Increasing use of multi-media approach. There is au increasing
trend to use the multi-media approach in the teaching of science. The various
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media which are to be used in science education will need tbe development of
softwareof different types. To do this, bumairresources in the form of
specialists such as scientists, curriculum developers, textbook and Other in-
structional material writers, script developers and producers of audio-visual
aids or evaluators will have to be mobilized.

4. Teacher training at theli-service level. To make training program-
mes effective, adequate numbers of competent teacher educators will be needed
who can not only train but also maintain a follow-iv programme of supervision.

S. Research base for innovation. There is a need for deyeloping a cadre
of researchers in science educaticm so that all curriculum changes are based
and plamwd on appropriate research findings.

6. Expertise of university and research scientists. There is a need to
obtain the expert advice of the scientists and university specialists for the im-
provement of science education programmes in the context of basic functional
education, so as to minimize the gap between the frontiers of science and class-
room instruction.

7. Supervisory. cadre. As the classroom teachers now have to play many

roles, the development of a cadre of scienee supervisoret capable of assisting
them in metheds and materials is an essential ingredient for the success of the
new programmes of basic functional-education..

8. Regional expertise. There is considerable isolated expertise available
in the different Member States of the region which is a vuluable resource that
can be mobtlized. All such expertise needs to be pooled through an agency like
ACED and put to effective i.se through a well-co-ordinated exchange programme.

B. Physical and material. resources

The physical and material resources for the successful implementation
of basic fundainental .education can be considered at three levels.

1. Local-level resources. Sonia of the locally available materials re-
quired for science educatian at the basic level are identified below. Many of
them are readily available from the environment of the community; others will
have to be improvised. Teachers may required guidance and assistance in
utilizing these resources.

a) School
(1) A variety of learning materials within the school, including

textbooks, workbooks, curriculum and teacher guides, self-
learning materials and modules (based on research findings)
in national languages ;

(2) Science equipment and kits ;

(3) Audio-visual teaching aids - like graphic materials, films, film-
strips, slides.
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b) Environment

(I) Flora and fauna, rocks Ind soils, natural phenomena,
agricultural farms, forests, dairies, poultries; esheries,
mining and industrial establislunents ;

.(2) Other.communitY -facilitiivi such as_libraries, health cantres,
hospitals, transport stations, power stations, post-offices,
telephone-exChange, veterinary clinics, meteorological
stations, radio stations.

2. National-level resouries. A large number of national-level resources
are available for educational purposes. Teachers must be able to recognize
and utilize these resources iq planning their teaching programmes, particularly
in-lcience. A suggestive list would be museums, botanical and zoological
gardens, aquariums, marine laboratories, transport stations, workshops and
factories, broadcasting networks, science fairs and exhibi.tions, scieace centres,
meteorologiatl observatories, observatories, aerodromes.

3. Regional-level resources. There could be exchange of sample teach-
ing materials, books, teaching aids-and other equipment for study and use
Within the. region.

,
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'ANNEX III

AGEINIDA OF THE MEETING

1. Statements of Welcome by Co-organizers of the Meeting

2. Introduction of Participants and Observers

3. Election of Officers

4. Consideration of Provisional Schedule of Work ay.-A Review on terms of
reference.

5. What is APEID, ACRID and KEDI - Slide tape ptesentations.

6. Orientation- on, and Review of Module development in science education

7. a) Discussion on problems, gaps and prospects of science education in
the context of Science and Technology for development.

b) Review and synthesis of various developmental efforts in all branches
of Science and Technology and the new trends of-Development Education.

c) On the-basis of the above deliberations, formulation of a new philosophy
and approaches of "Science Education for Development."

8. Consideration of APED Work Plan on Science Education with a view to
suggest adjustments and guidelines on strategies for implementation.

9. Formulation of suggested draft terms of reference and agenda for the
subsequent Technical Working Group Meeting.

10Deliberation on expected learners' attainments in science and the
implication on new role competencies of teachers.

11. Prepare general guidelines on exemplar module development in Science for
Basic Functional Education both in school and out-of-school and In-service
Teacher Education.

12. Preparation of guidelines for the design of operational details for module
development.

+.
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ANNEX IV

EXPECTED LEARNERS' ATTAINMENTS AND APPROPRIATE

LEARNNG EXPERIENCES AND EXERCISES

ç.

A. Sample -objectives

1. Applying the processes of science te life situations a3 a basis for learning
the scientific method and developing Scientific attin des.
To obserVe
To communicate
To measure
To infer

To forMulate hypotl,ses
To interpret data
To Make generOzations

2. Learning to think

creatively
critically

3. Applying knowledge and science processei to

a) understanding and solliing problems of

i) daily life
ii) school sitnations

iii) _community situations
iv) prevailing beliefs

b) learning in other areas
444 Promoting positive attitudes towards science and a continuing interest in

science.

& Learning how to learn; for instance :

a) develop the attitude for wanting to learn.
b) know the sources of 1.nformation in the community,

6. Bagerness to promote and readiness to.accept changes and to adapt to
new ideas

B. Sample experiences

Below are some sample experiences which may be used to attain some of
the objectives

1. To help develop creative thinking

a) involvement of the learner in planning,, organizing and evaluating
learning activities.
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b) use of 'game' situations as an apProach in science teaching; e. g. ,
have the pupils formulate rules in a learning situation as they
would to play a game; use of ._ !illations, competitions, crossword
p bzes.

c) use of , construction activities.
d) have pupils plan experiments _using materials in the environment ;

have them suggest substitutes for materials not available.

2. To help develop critical thinking
ProVide experiences that will make the learner

a) distinguish between-inferences and observations
b) make judgements on ba'sis Of evidence
c) generalize on basis of several cases

3. Promotion of positive attitudes Sowards science.
Provide experiences such that the learner is involved, experiences
success and has some .'73.ngible product.

4. To inculcate an eagerness to promote and readiness to accept changes
andto adapt to new ideas. This could be attained by using a variety of
experiences, open ended activities and situations which promote creativity.

5. To develop learning how to learn:
This objective would be attained if the other aforesaid objectives are
achieved.

C. Sample concepts
A list of some science concepts which could be Used for the Basic Functional
Education programme, is given below.

1. Human body

digestion, respiration
muscles, bones, sensory information
energy
toxic substances
diseases
growth and development

2. Home

water supply
energy in the house
food and meal preparation
sewage disposal

3. Natural environment.

Soil, air, water, weather
plants and animals
kpulations
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4. The community

population density
. donamunity resourCes

The Technical .Working Group will be-expected to report on the experiences
in this regard

1. -whether these are being used in their countries
. 2. whether ihey will promote better science learning

3._;give examples of their Own.

D. Sample resources in the community

plants, animals, soil, different types Of seeds, flowers and Iruits,insects.
canaes, kerosene, different household ware, glass or plat:If:lc containers.
farmer's; iie..alth....workers, craftsmen.

:

S. SamPle questions and investigations I

These may be concerneawith school, home community, .learners own
life, natural phenomena.

1. Why do we irrigate crops after applying fertilizer?
2. What steps arelaken in homes to save_stored-grains from insects?
3. Why does malaria break out during rainy seasons?
4. Wliy sbould we wash fruits before eating tbexn?
5; Why do' metals feel cold on touching them?
6. Why:Ades water forto on the outside surface of a glass tumbler when

ice is put in it?7,..

The following investigations could be carried
1. investigating the ivatet nupply the-c-Ornmunity,
2. investigating the quality of water in' tbe community, .

3. investigating the triditional methods. ot. preserving oflood.

4 0
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A n

The aforementioned situatioes halo helped in moulding the teacher as a
mediem sad authority who gives orders. This results is the learningenviron-
ment Mies of a oda sad esposimry type, where the modems are at the re-
advise eed sad respond oaly when they are required to do so. With these
observations la aged, VIVI envisioned the following as the goals 40 the new
system these have hese the pidlosophical sod pedagogical guidelines for
developing the system model.

I. Individual students are to he provided with more leeraing
-eaperiesces with special emphasis on the development of Wither
tessad procimmes such as problem solving, critical thinking,
sad creative producdoa.

2. *divides.' Nudism are to he provided with more learniag
esperiesces for beam inetrealisadoe aad acquisition of values
and attitudes, twoductise ikill. and kaowledge that are uniquely
needed tor national developmeat.

Loarsiagg progrms of Individual students is periodically =authored,
mid the results are to he Sod lock tato the teaching- learning processes.

4. ledividual students Amid have more opportunities for self-directed
learaing.

it.. A variety at ItorMag reeources through supplementary insuuctionel
neateriale aid weft ate to be avallable for the mestery of major
iestructimil objectives.

6. Isdhithial students shodd love access to a variety of learefag re-
~cos aad measures such as sepplemeatery and earicinnest pro-
gramme** aud amine clessmome castateatim adapted ler tedividual
ditleteaces la leander rate.

The above wry also be Ohm as limbed chimps' kw which the new
system model la being developed sod tried-out hy ICBM

The general lostrectimal system model Mil to desathed ia the followieg
section.

Gemmel lestructiuml Model

* is most desirable ler the teacher to plea talarectiou according to the
mod sad ability el mde seeds* is tilt Chloe *ad es let each student Misslitt the
kiersini Sash at his owe pato ban do Miry simber ci eurdeets is a class
makes this procedsre soy difficult, if sot impossible, tor the teacher. These-
Se, nal hos developed a sew lemzuctional Symms Model which is able to
Saki t deraties the ecadstak peewees of todiekkW students, hut does

___101.910411041.111ctimodimtwilk Assalipmasscpeabinaks. _

Accordling es dm Dm lestnactiosal amble isestrealaa for a Istreses
task gees dem. eve sewn as shows la Pigmy I. Is Plume& a telicher
makee biome plass sod marogemoo pleas kw die leaning mak. S Diagnosis,

3S
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A s it.* a V
Moe, ideMiliesdeficiescies of students in prerequisites for the 'learning

laak lad makes provisions for remedial work. In the Teaaing/Leeraing sage,
vie* ameoldageed leaning activities take place. In the Emended Learning
ellajdk, earldmisis eaditor remedial lastructiee are provided, based on the for-

*Math* teat readts. la livaluatica, at the. completion of instruction for a imra-
tag leek or Seeks, a eummetive *valuation is caudated.

lyituts 1. Gemial Model of MI lastrectional System

Geoftral Model

ketrectimai
Zoe Required

[WM WO Oft OW Ma WO

00 OM MO OWL MO Oa

.1-70-47-10% J143-20% I

Iletimated Nmeher of lastrectineal LInits (Vats of Lamaist) Per Semestert

Koreas 1042 Science 6-11

Mathematics 64I Moral !Maculae 4-6
Social Shelia, 6.9 Music

Rath sup will be described is demil below.

I* WNW
la platelet issaircties for a bassist auk, the mast imperial* pm:ma-

dm is ott ideotify tite lastrectineal objectives sad their leterreletiees throu .
task anslysis. Thle task arelysis aka( with tke detailed isecher's gads kir
each laionestimet mit will-he toed* lip the MI research testa sad distribeted
ts bdiviaal Necker& The widest shadd have a dear eadesseesdlet et the
tormaal objectives sad VW stem:ore of the learelet task thro e. caned seedy
Of do macherlt yids. As St is shwa is Pion 2, teadtera are also suppeeed

firnaliss lasses turd temeteassa pleas.
Lessee plass are lacksied is the teacher's gelds, bat the teacher mede

to mks state modificatiese so that they cadiera to the characteristics of the
otetameolty sal ft pardadar stalsots I. the dem.

la other eardes the ember sheeld aloha detailed pleas for stedist bere-
ts* activitles se well as teacher actividoe, wrier the teacher's ipsidi as the
ipadelles. The teadOer tamaild mho petrvisiees tat Were astricelma sad make
* plea ovalustioa activities. KM vottl mad the try scheade In each Is-a,Il bet do detailed deity dme scloade is the reepmedility of
Mich loilvidatt teacher, whir mot also pka ter sae of spode* fedittleo or
lepelialkeht It limy are aeoled.

1. /a this asaele, ma Lastrastimal mit is *abort se imraing tam or
teats reledzint egoradamel, Idea ta siztose lassos boom or is-

is dissiipsiag so lastaintiaral mit coasideratirio is
gime to the mit streetere la textbooks es veil se to toe Journal
earattete at the leeraint tasks.
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The second stage is disposis (Figure 3). The purpose of this stage is
to ideality students' deficieseiss in the preregeisities for the learning task sod
provide them with remedial Sustniction at the outset of lestrectiat. If diageostic
test* $how that the students hew tasjor deficiencies in their prior learning, a
remedial programme should be provided to make up die defirisacies whenever
possible. Per enample whoa the lemma omit I. division, students should have
oustered 11141111*SaitiOli previously. Therefore, the teat:bet shoold identity
toed help those stedeets who are bevies difficulty in multiplicatios.
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Annex V
Mthough it is not always necessary to have a diagnostic test at the begin-

ning of each unit in all subjects, in science and mathematics mach prior testing
is usually done. Diagnostic tests and instructors' manuals for their use have
been developed by =DI. Teachers" manuals also contain suggestions for re-
medial instruction for students with deficiencies.

Oa the basis of &apostle test results, the teacher abould provide appro-
priate learning experiences fur each student. The students who have mastered
previous learning tasks ces either help other classmates or prepare for the
next unit. The students who have minor deficiencies can either study indepen-
dandy at home with programmed materials and/or workbooks or get some hrlp
from more successful *daemon's. In the subsequent class seesion, the teecher
needs to check on the aseirunents and be sure that all students have mastered
the necessary learning tasks for the lesson unit. The student* who have serious
deficiencies may have teacher-directed small-group remedial instruction. k
can be a programme of several hours, or a semester-long special programme
to improve reading or arithmetic Skills.

3. Teaching/teerning
As Figure 4 reveals, her; actual teaching and learning activities take

place and approximately tworthirds of the total instructional time is spent in
dm teaching/learning stage. This stage can be further divided into three steps :
(a) Introcluction, (b) Development, and (c) Elaboration.

Figure 4. Teaching/Learning
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Annex V
In Introduction teachers are encouraged to use the teacher's ,uide pre-

pared by KEDTinclarify instructional objectives for their snidents, ad to
relate a studentss previous learning to the present learning task. In .;evelop-

i the content of the instructional unit is presented to students who respond
to the stimuli to attain the mastery of the task(s). A teacher may direct in-
struction by using the machers' wide developed by KEDI, or tr3y manage ITV ,
or programmed instruction, or susient discussion.

The last step of Teaching/Learning is Elaboration. In Elaboration, the
teacher summarizes what has been surdied, enauring student learning through
practice and drill, and helping students to Make applications and generalizations
from what they have learned.

1.1.32.-IsMaall
Administratace of farina:ire tests, and provisions for enrichment,

accelerated and supplemenmry learning are the major activities in the stage of
Extended Learning. Formative tests ant given to studenti in the course of
instruction in order ui identify particular difficulties and to improve instruc-
tional activities and strategies. (See Figure 5 Mow)

It would be desirablicto have the kormative test every two or three lesson
haws, bat because of the shortage of time the KEDI instructional system model
reopAres such aveleadon oely once tor approximately every four lesson hours.
Machete use the evaluatioe materials developed by KEDI.'

Figure 5. Extended Leanimg



masa V
As a result of the evaluation, teschars are able to identify the 'Articular

difficulties encountered 1y/students and thus 'give more individualized assistance.
Also. Mechem are able to classify students into three categories : mastery,
eser-Mastery, and non-mastery.

it those who achieve complete mastery of the task, special projects or
programmed instruction ate provided for enrichment, and sometimes these
students also reinforce their learning by helping other classmates. To those
who *thieve oily partial mastery of the task, programmed or other instruc-
tional materials are specified for independent learning. Somecimes, these
Oxidate get help from those who have aldeved complete mastery of the task.

The 'teachers themselves use the preogranuned materiels and workbooks
.to give compensatory lessoes to those who hive greatest difficulty with the task.
They also personally check the students' work to ascertain the results of the
enrichment and stemleneetary learning experiences.

5. linisMas
acalustion is the last stage of the KEDI histructional Model. In this

stage, summative tests (see Figure 6 below) are administered to students
for the purpose of evaluating their achievement on msjor instructional objec-
tives in the cognitive, affective, and psychomoter domains as well as evaluation
of unintended educational effects.

Plemaire tosidellf
talestwo

41.

Figure 6. Evuluation
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A suntleative test mar be eyes at tin completioce of each unit, but to
avoid the drastic reductice of Instructional time this causes, the KEDI Instruc-
lima! Model requires a sumulative test only after completion of from two to
three lastructkital seits. Although the KEW provides teachers-with test items

---iisid-ab*Ineheatioe materials la an of the subject areas, teachers may decide
to use their owe tests. With the test results, teachers contract a classroom
Week ad stadeat adalevenesse to each subject area, and *snip grades to
seideres. A. teacher out also use these results to evaluate the effecticeeess of
Ms oealastreclioa.
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Annex V
Brief introduction to KEDI school management system

A. Need, for new school management system

The new instructional system proposed by KEDI requires substantial
changes hi school administration and management practices. Whereas the in-
structional system mostly describes the desired conditions for teaching/learn-
ing activities within the classroom, the management system specifies mechanics
and operational procecIrres of supplying 'the necessary support required for the
creation and maintenance of appropriate teaching/learning conditions. In this
regard, tlat school management system may be taken as a supporting structure
to the instructional system.

The new instructonal system prescribes a variety of new inputs. Under
the new system, students learn through different instructional media, a
variety of materials, and from different teachers in different settings. A set
of input variables may be classified as follows :

Instructional Media InstrUctional and
Learning Ma terialb

Student
Organization

Staff
Organization

Teacher Instruction Thxtbook Large Group Master
(11) (120180) Teacher

Programmed Self- Workbook Intermediate Master-
Instruction (PI) Group (6040) teacher

Instructional TV Teachers' Guide Small Group Regular
(15-20) Teacher

Instrucdonal Radio Tests (DT. FT. ST) Tea cher-Aid
(IR) Supplementary and -

Enrichment materials

The provision and effective utilimtion of these inputs, many of them new
to Korean teachers and administrators, may require quite different manage-
ment patterns with regard to the tasks of the school principal, supervisors,
teachers, and administrative and clerical staff.

B. Philosophy and guidelines

I. The esacher devotes more time as an instructional manager who
plans and creates teaching/learning processes and evaluates the
outcomes lather than as a medium or kwIledge transmitter in
terms of the labour-intensified, chalk-tale method.

2. More competent teachers are recognized.
3. Teachers base at least tuo or mare specialized subject areas la the

curricuhtm with which they cae identify themselves as expert teachers.
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4. Individual students, regardless of where they reside, will
Ist-fe more Chance to be taught equally well.

S. Teachers , principals and supervisors are well aware of
instructional objectives by grade, subject 'mercer, and unit level.

6. Effective management is judged in terms of objectives achieved.
7. Evaluation data are better utilized by teachers, adMinistrators,

supervisors, students and parents.

8. More flexibility is practised in grouping students and facilities
utilization.

9. A large instructional unit of about ftve-classrooms will be the
central focus of instructional management.

10. Cost-effectiveness of schooling will rise when bold re-allocation
of the school isidget is attempted so that more money is spent
directly for the achievement of objectives.
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ANNEX VI

GUIDELINES FOR THE PRODUCTION OF INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

Three aspects of materials to be developed and supplied

- 'Cads of materials ;

Criteria for selection, production and utilization of materials ;

- Production of materials.

Kinds of materials

I. Materials for students' self-learning ; e.g., programmed and semi-
programmed packages, modules, supplementary readers ;

2. Materials for teachers; e.g. , teachers' guides, supplementary
background readers, teachers' modules ;

3. Teaching aids: TV, radio and simple audio-visual aids ;;.i
4. Evaluition,mafirrials (diagnostic, formative, summative);

5. Professional ireference materials ;

6. Equipment ;

7: Materials on the use of community resources ;

8. Information sheets CM sourcesof supply of teclmical bulletins,
materials such as from government agencies, health, agriculture
and agencies like manufacturing firms, travel agencies

9. Information sheets on the facilities established by educational and
other agencies for use of teachers e.g., services provided by
curriculum centres, teachers' colleges, professional associationt
and science centres.

10. Materials produced by educational institutions and teacheri, such as
improvised equipmtnt, simple experimental designs

-

The 11;echanism for promoting theproduction, sTp!y_and exchange of materials

The Technical Working Group should consider setting up an 'appropriate
machaudsm to promote the developmmt ot instructional materials by teachers.
Participants should bring information on existhug facilities and arrangements for
production and supply of the types Of materials mentioned above and other infor-
mation that might be relevant. Thei should also bring with them samples of
materials available.
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Annex VI
Criteria of selection of materials

There shohld be a proper organizational arrangement to ensure that the
necessary materials meet the teachers' needs in the context of the curriculum
produced, and that suitable existing materials are identified and disseminated.
In this connection, it would be.necessary to observe some criteria for selection.

.1. ,Materials for students or teachers should have gone through a
process of tryout and evaluation.

2. These materials should be relevant to the set objectives.

3. They must be usable, simple in operation, interesting and inexpensive.

4. They should be safe for handling by pupils.

The teachers must use the wide variety of materials which might be avail-
able to them or produced by them if in their juegement they would improve the
effectiveness of their teaching,. They should however make sure that the mater-
ials have either been produced by the agencies or who have the requisite
competence,.

Production of materials

Various agencies would be involved in the prqduction of materials such as
the following:

1. Curriculum design centres and material production centres. These
centres could also be mainly responsible for the dissemination of infor-
mation on available materiali.

2. Teacher miming institutions, especially with the help of post-graduate
students who could work on materials as part of their research.

3. Teachers' associations and indivklual teachers.

4. Developmental agencies and their extension wings.

b..
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ANNEX VII

SUGGESTIONS FOR THE PRODUCTION OF MODULES

It should be recognized that modules of different levels of sophistication,
from multi-media packaged learning kits to simple printed materials, can be
prepared. Generally, learning modules have the-following characteristics or
elements : --_--

- small units of learning-which can be covered in a few weeks'
time or less ;

- well-specified objectives in tIrms of expected pupil behaviours
or concepts ;

- specification of entry behaviour and concepts ;
- pre-test to determine pupil's readiness for the unit ;
- design of instruction to achieve specified objectives or

enabling activities
self-evaluation measures (formathe evaluation) at appropriate
intervals during the learning process ;

- providing additioSal experiences for remedial work (e. g. , use
of a variety of media where possible)

- providing sources of information;
- containing an end-of-the-unit test
- may or may not have an accompanying teachers' guide.

Some Suggested topics for development materials

A. Materials _for teacher education ..

I. How to prepare an inventory of :
a) Local resources available for. use in science education;
b) Local activities involving scientific processes ;
c) Ways ,in which a knowledge of principles of science could

be applied to help local people in matters of hygiene, health,
nutrition and agriculture.

2. HoW to improve the technique); involved in asking questions, conducting
discussions and maldng diagnoses regarding causes of student errors
and "'constructing evaluative measures.
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Annex VII
.3. How to integrate television lessons and films into the ordinary

school-Programme.

. Modules concerning development of desirable teacher competencies.

.5. Materials especially prepared for teachers, who are unfamiliar with
inquiry and discovery methods of teaching. Exdrcises should be5
suited to age, background and experience and lead to a genuine under-
standing of the method.

6. How to construct simple equipment.

- B. Materials for use of pupils
Some areas of content where modules could be developed for both

formal and non-formal situations.
1. Science concepts relevagt to safety ; for instance, traffic, poisons, fire.

2. Environmental awareness : pollution, wnservation.
3. Health, hygiene, nutrition.
4. Science concepts illustrated in daily life in an agricultural

environment, fishing environment, and industrial environment.

C. Materials for others
1. Materials to show administrators the aims, objectives, methods

and implications of modern science education.

2. How to establish and maintain an inventory of science teaching aids
and equipment that can be continually updated in order to show
current needs and priorities.
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ANNEX VIII .

SAMPLE LIST OF TEACH.ER COMPETENCIES

1. They must be familiar With the community in which the school
is locatedits culture, language, beliefs, norms and common
praaices.

2. They should know the government agencies, organizations and
associations whose activities relate to, or could be, used to
contribute to, pupil's learning and utilize these effctively.

3. They must ha ve,the competency tit analyze government pro-
grammes in i erms of their subject areas.

4. They must comprehend what creativity (or the application of
imagination) :s and how they can enhance it in the learner.

5. They must be able to utilize and enlist the co-operation ofpara-
professionals and resource personnel from the community.

6. They must be able to organize learning activities to fit the
environment and give responsibility for. learning to the learner.

7. They must be able to diagnose learning difficulties of the child
and provide remedial measures.

8; With regard to equipment, they should know what they have, what
they need and should always be ready to obtain,the right equipment
when the opportunity 'arities.

9. They must be able to use formative 'evaluation competently:
a) to help the learner attain-learning objective's *and
b) to help diagnose their curriculum and instructional procedures.

PI They must know the resourcei ,available in the Community and be
able to use new media.

11. .They must bring their knowledge of science and technology
periodically Up to date.

12. They should be able to relate science concepts to the immediate
environment and vice versa.

13. They themselves should exhibit an inquiry-oriented attitude,
suspending judgement until all evidence is available.
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improvizatifses a science equipment. '
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ANNEX IX

LIST OF DOCIDAENTS

I. General Information
2. Agenda

3. Annotated Agenda

4. Leading Qttesdons for Disaission

S. Note on Concept of Basic' Function"; Education

6. APE/D Programme on Sdence Education
(Programme Area 6 - Report on Work Plans of
AMID - 1973)

7. Time Schedule

S. Country Reports
S-1 japan
8-2 Republic of Korea
3-3 PhillPIAlles
8-4 Singapore-
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